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Summary  
Insects have developed intriguing cuticles with very specific structures and functions, including 

microstructures governing their interactions with transmitted microbes, such in aphid mouthparts 

harboring virus receptors within such microstructures. Here, we provide the first transcriptome 

analysis of an insect mouthpart cuticle (“retort organs” ROs, the stylets’ precursors). This analysis 

defined stylets as a complex composite material. The retort transcriptome also allowed us to 

propose an algorithmic definition of a new cuticular protein (CP) family with low complexity and 

biased amino-acid composition. Finally, we identified a differentially expressed gene encoding a 

pyrokinin (PK) neuropeptide precursor and characterized the mandibular glands. Injection of 

three predicted synthetic peptides PK1/2/3 into aphids prior to ecdysis caused a molt-specific 

phenotype with altered head formation. Our study provides the most complete description to date 

of the potential protein composition of aphid stylets, which should improve the understanding of 

the transmission of stylet-borne viruses. 

 

Introduction 
The insect cuticle is a solid biomaterial composed of four structural/biochemical compartments: 

chitin, proteins, lipids and an aromatic-based cross-linking matrix (Andersen, 1979). With its 

fundamental participation in the lightweight exoskeleton of arthropods, it is one of the main 

structural constituents that allowed insects to colonize early terrestrial environments (Garrouste 

et al., 2012) and to develop flight (Lease and Wolf, 2010). Chitin is a linear polysaccharide, 

second only to cellulose in its participation in terrestrial biomass and is specific to a majority of 

fungal species, a limited number of animal lineages, and some protists (Goncalves et al., 2016). 

In contrast to cellulose in plant cell walls, chitin in cephalopod plumes and arthropod cuticles is 

heavily loaded with proteins to develop the full mechanical, structural and functional properties 

of these structures (Andersen, 1979). Despite this seminal role, due to technical limitations, the 

complete characterization of the protein composition of insect cuticles is still partial (Willis, 

2010). The technical limitations include mass spectrometry blindness at highly polymerized 

moieties, resulting from either extractability issues or the difficulty of identifying intrinsic post-

translational modifications of covalent sclerotization adducts (Andersen, 2010, Willis, 2018, 

Zhou et al., 2016). 

Among cuticular structures, the most studied are the bulky surface covers layered over the 

ectodermal epithelia of insects, but some represent more specialized regions, mostly associated 

with the segmental organization of insects (metameric appendages, legs, wings). The 

biochemistry of the most specialized cuticular structures, those of head appendages such as the 

antennae and mouthparts, has scarcely been studied (Zhao et al., 2018, Awuoche et al., 2017, 
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Zhou et al., 2014, Oliveira et al., 2017). A single recent publication involving mouthpart 

transcriptomics did not address the time and organs strictly responsible for cuticular biogenesis 

stricto sensu (tsetse fly proboscis organ) and was not focused on biomaterial characterization 

(Awuoche et al., 2017). As part of the feeding specialization process, mouthparts are crucial 

players with sensory and morphological structures that shape the front line of insect/host 

coevolutionary processes (Futuyma and Agrawal, 2009, Nel et al., 2018). In Hemiptera, a 

primarily plant-feeding order, the evolution of one of the 6-9 piercing-sucking type mouthparts 

of insects (Garrouste et al., 2012, Nel et al., 2018, Huang et al., 2016) has profoundly shaped the 

ecology of almost the entire order towards a dominant parasitic/predatory life-style (Weirauch 

and Schuh, 2011). In aphids, piercing-sucking mouthparts are composed of i) a short and 

triangular labrum, which covers the base of the stylet bundle, ii) the labium, which is a segmented 

and tubular organ with complex musculature that contracts and shortens during insertion of the 

stylet into plant tissue, and iii) the stylet bundle, which is inserted in a groove dug along the length 

of the anterior surface of the labium (Forbes, 1966). The basic morphology of the stylet bundle 

dates back to more than 300 My ago (Misof et al., 2014). It comprises two external mandibular 

(mdr) stylets that surround and protect two inner and deeply asymmetrical maxillary (mxr) stylets, 

all transformed into four long needle-like cuticle structures. Only the mandibular stylets are 

innervated by two dendrites that lie in a small internal duct; their distal extremity is curved inward 

and sharpens at the tip, and the outer surface harbors a series of barb-like ridges that participate 

in the insertion of the bundle into the plant (Forbes, 1966). The maxillary stylets are also sharply 

pointed at the distal extremity but display a much more complex architecture; the whole length 

of the inner face of both maxillary stylets interlocks to enable the formation of two ducts, a large 

food canal and a small salivary canal carved in the left maxillary stylet. The food and salivary 

canals are fused into a single common duct at the tip (Forbes, 1966). 

One of the most striking features of the order Hemiptera, directly linked to their needle-

mouthparts, is their ability to transmit to their hosts an impressive array of viruses and bacteria. 

From the initial trivial view of a “dirty syringe”, our progress in understanding plant disease 

transmission mechanisms has led to more sophisticated models. For example, in aphids, receptors 

of the Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV), a noncirculative stylet-borne virus, were recently 

characterized. They were first demonstrated to be present and accessible solely at the internal 

surface of the maxillary stylets (Uzest et al., 2007, Webster et al., 2018), and virus binding sites 

were associated with very specific cuticular regions at the tip of the stylet’s common canal (Uzest 

et al., 2007), the acrostyle (Uzest et al., 2010). Moreover, the molecular partners of CaMV at the 

cuticular surface were demonstrated to be proteins (Uzest et al., 2007). More recently, two 

cuticular proteins (CPs) were identified at the surface of the acrostyle (Webster et al., 2017), 

among which Stylin-01 was confirmed to be involved in CaMV transmission (Webster et al., 

2018). These two proteins were the first to be identified in arthropod mouthparts and are both 
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prime candidate receptors for other noncirculative viruses. However, the acrostyle was also shown 

to have a more complex proteomic composition, which has been only recently characterized by a 

proteomic approach (Webster et al., 2018). In this context, the full transcriptomic characterization 

of cuticular polymeric materials is a complementary approach to proteomic studies in cases where 

biogenetic tissues are available (Awuoche et al., 2017). 

In our quest for a full identification of nonpersistent virus receptors, as well as a first complete 

definition of the protein composition of a cuticle’s polymeric matrix, we undertook an RNA-Seq 

analysis of the cuticular glands secreting the four aphid stylets at each molt, a set of glands hitherto 

known as the retort organ (RO), or stylet glands, of macrosiphine aphids (Ponsen, 1972, 

Davidson, 1913). This organ was not studied in aphids since early in the previous century (Pinet, 

1968, Heriot, 1934, Davidson, 1913, Ponsen, 1972) and characterized morphologically in elegant 

works on the potato psyllid, a crippling disease vector (Cicero, 2016). We present an updated 

description of this organ in the supplementary information. The goals of our present work were 

as follows: (i) determination of the technical and temporal features of stylet biogenesis in the 

preimaginal stage of our model aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum, (ii) differential characterization of 

the presumptive protein composition of both mxr and mdr stylets and (iii) establishment of the 

the putative quantitative formulation of an insect cuticular material, the aphid stylet(s), in terms 

of the structural protein composition. Surprisingly, we found very few differences in the structural 

protein composition of the mxr and mdr stylets and identified a single gene that discriminates 

between the functioning of the stylets at molting time. The retort transcriptomes of the aphid 

stylets revealed a complex set of expressed genes, although 20 genes account for 65% of the total 

expression, and three genes account for 22%. This information paves the way for experiments on 

cuticle-biomimetic polymer assemblages that mix chitin and selected CPs through a rational 

analytical process (Vaclaw et al., 2018, Faivre et al., 2018). 

Results 

Aphid genes coding for cuticular proteins (CPs) have expression peaks at L4-48 h 

To determine the time point at which the retort transcriptome should be carried out, a 

synchronization procedure was designed, resulting in a sampling scheme of up to 16 times within 

the preimaginal stage (see Supplementary information Fig. S1). Sampling of whole insects from 

multiple biological batches or aphid heads (restricting the analyzed RNA pools “around” the RO 

tissue) allowed us to refine the time-slot to the L4-46/48 stage, or L4_e (Fig. 1 and Fig. S2). This 

transect clearly shows that all target genes peak at this time point, including those encoding (i) 

the two CPs already identified in stylets (ACYPI009006 and ACYPI003649, termed stylin-01 and 

-02; (Webster et al., 2018)), (ii) other CPs highly expressed in A.pisum head ESTs 

(ACYPI006250, ACYPI007888 and ACYPI008113) and (iii) the aphid ecdysial chitinase 

ACYPI009964 (cht5) (Nakabachi et al., 2010). To obtain access to the largest array of genes 
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encoding potential stylet CPs, we decided to sample the retort glands by head dissection and next-

generation sequencing (NGS) analysis at point L4-46/48, enabling reliable distinction between 

mxr and mdr RO glands, as controlled by SEM (see later and SI). 

Retort organ (RO) as a unique preimaginal cuticular gland 

Our initial attempt to sample RNA from aphid ROs was performed through laser microdissection, 

according to a protocol developed for the recovery of neurons from Drosophila brains (Iyer and 

Cox, 2010). This approach proved unfeasible due the lack of anatomic integrity of these organs 

upon cryo-cutting (Fig. S3). However, dissection of aphid heads from the rear, allowing us to 

safely avoid salivary gland sampling, gave us access to the target tissue (Fig. S3). As aphid ROs 

have never been studied since the seminal work by Ponsen on Myzus persicae (Ponsen, 1972), 

we initiated a histological investigation of the anatomy of these glands by both serial sections and 

laser confocal scanning microscopy (LCSM) reconstructions (Fig. 2 and Video S1). Full serial 

stacks and LCSM z-stacks are published as supplementary data (data.inra.fr). This tedious 

experimental procedure allowed us to secure RO samples free of i) any confusion between the 

maxillary and mandibular glands, which were sampled separately (Fig. S4) and checked by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for mxr/mdr stylet recognition and post hoc by target 

transcript checks, and ii) any salivary gland contamination (Fig. S3). The general quality of the 

six NGS libraries was good (3 replicas of mxr ROs and 3 mdr ROs libraries; see Transparent 

methods in SI) and they displayed up to 11% of CP transcripts on rpkm basis (143 genes identified 

a priori as coding for CPs, from SI Table S1 and S3) (Ioannidou et al., 2014). The depth of the 

libraries ensured the first full description of the potential composition of the CPs of any insect 

cuticular material (reads from all 143 genes were identified, a few reads were indeed present but 

did not pass the statistical thresholds of the differential analyses; see further). 

An anti-stylin antibody extensively labels the ROs 

To confirm that ROs secrete stylet CPs at our sampling stage, both glands, but not salivary gland 

controls, were immunolabeled with an antibody specific to a CP previously identified in aphid 

stylets (Stylin-02, ACYPI003649) (Webster et al., 2018, Webster et al., 2017) and observed with 

CLSM (Fig. 2C). Stylin-02 readily extends to the whole gland content, but is distributed 

heterogeneously within different regions, including the extensively labeled secretory canals that 

secrete the presumptive (future) stylets. The same distribution was observed in mxr and mdr ROs 

(Fig. S5, Video S2, SI Video S3). More antibodies were used but only the Stylin-02 antibody is 

displayed in this work; a minimum of 5 glands were observed per antibody (Fig. S5). 

Maxillary and mandibular ROs transcriptomes share similar CP transcript profiles 

Our experiments were designed to compare the transcriptomes of mdr and mxr ROs and therefore 

highlight differences in the presumptive CP composition of the two stylet types (maxillary and 

mandibular), among which candidate receptor proteins were supposed to be expressed exclusively 

http://data.inra.fr/
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in the maxillary stylets (Uzest et al., 2007, Webster et al., 2018). Surprisingly, the mapping of RO 

transcripts to the 143 known A. pisum CPs (Ioannidou et al., 2014) (see Materials and Methods, 

and Table S1) for a differential expression analysis showed no significant difference between the 

two glands. The ratio of CP expression fold-changes between mxr and mdr ROs ranged from 1 to 

5 (ACYPI008570, see Fig. 3A), and none were statistically significant (FDR=0.99 in edgeR 

analysis after Benjamini-Hochberg correction, as was also the case with DE-Seq2 adjusted p-

values; Table S2). The noncorrected p-value was significant for only two genes overexpressed in 

the mdr RO, ACYPI009491 (FC=3.6; p-value 0.0072) and ACYPI007152 (FC=2.9; p-value 

0.0196), both of which have low expression (Fig. 3A, not 3C; Table S2). Notwithstanding any 

differences that might occur in the timing of expression between the two glands, we unexpectedly 

conclude that the global stylet composition should be common to the two aphid stylets, despite 

their very different shapes (Ponsen, 1972) and functions (Angelini and Kaufman, 2004, Forbes, 

1966). 

Deep sequencing of a premolting gland suggests presumptive stylet CP complexity 

As no CP gene expression differentiates mxr from mdr ROs, we analyzed the spectrum of the 

protein transcripts present in both ROs (Fig. 3). A total of 129 CP genes were expressed above 

the threshold in both the mxr and mdr organs (Table S2). Three major genes are top expressors, 

accounting for ≈22% of the total CPs (ACYPI004074, 10%; ACYPI086655, 6%; and 

ACYPI56622, 6%, members of the CPR-RR2 CP family, Fig. 3B and 3C). Another 20 genes 

accounted for a cumulative total of ≈65% (12 CPR-RR2, 48%; 7 CPR-RR1, 16% and 1 CPAP3, 

2%; Fig. 3B). This group contains two proteins previously identified in stylets as potential virus 

receptors (Webster et al., 2018): Stylin-01, ACYPI009006, (2.36% of CP expression -rpkm, reads 

per kilobase per million mapped reads), and Stylin-02, ACYPI003649 (1.97%, see Table S2). 

The rpkm values of the 50 most highly expressed CP genes are presented in Figure 3C. Figure 3B 

graphically illustrates the inhomogeneity of presumptive CP expression in stylets across CP 

classes (RR2, high; RR1/CPAP3, medium; and all the rest form the distribution tail). As a basis 

for comparison with published and future work, we introduce the Shannon Index of the protein 

component distribution (−∑ (𝑝𝑖 . ln(𝑝𝑖)
143

𝑛=1
, see methods) as a measure of polymer alloy 

complexity. The Shannon protein complexity index of aphid stylets is calculated to be 4.1, almost 

twice the index we calculated for Bombyx epidermal cuticle (Wang et al., 2017) and two to four 

times that of Drosophila wing (Sobala and Adler, 2016), and indicates that the stylet polymeric 

biomaterial is of rather high complexity (see discussion and Fig.S9). 

Pyrokinin (PK/pban, capa) transcript and its mandibular gland expression 

In addition to the results on CPs, whole-genome analysis of the differential gene expression 

between the maxillary and mandibular stylets revealed statistically significant differential 

expression of only two genes between the two ROs (deseq2 p-adj<0.05). The most significantly 
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differentially expressed gene, ACYPI48299 (FC=6, deseq2 p-adj = 0,006; Table S3), encoding a 

pyrokinin-like set of three neuropeptides (PK-like), is specifically expressed in the mdr glands. 

Another peptide of unknown nature, coded for by ACYPI43401 (FC = 14; deseq2 p-adj = 0,004; 

Table S3), was also detected among the most differentially expressed genes and found to be 

expressed in the mxr glands. We tried to detect these different peptides by MALDI mass 

spectrometry in dissected RO glands. Peptide ACYPI43401 was initially targeted to a potential 

candidate at less than  4 Da (predicted peptide at 4865,76 m/z, average mass). Further calibration 

checks and LC-ESI-MS analyses ruled out the identity to our target sequence (see methods MS 

section). 

A full functional annotation analysis of retort organ transcripts was performed, including a 

differential analysis with whole genome gene set, as well as a comparison with another secretory 

gland system, the salivary glands, reanalyzed from published data (Boulain et al., 2018). The 

latter analysis resulted in more than 13000 differential genes and a functional (GO or Kegg) 

comparison too complex to fit in the present report. The plain comparison of retort organ functions 

with full genome is shown in Fig. S6, resulting in many expected (animal organ morphogenesis, 

cell redox, chitin metabolism, extracellular location, chitin binding, hexosyl transfer, structural 

constituents…) and some unexpected annotation enrichments (growth factors and neuropeptide 

signaling, proteolysis of which serine and metallopeptidases types, neuron and synaptic elements, 

protein kinase activities) at FDR < 0.001 levels. 

Having identified a single well-defined differentially expressed gene (ACYPI48299) encoding 

small predictable and detected peptides (PK1, PK2, PK3, detected by MALDI-TOF in central 

nervous system but not in RO glands, see Fig. S7), we decided to produce and test these peptides 

to characterize their role in stylet cuticle biogenesis. Their sequences are similar to that of the 

Drosophila CG15520 gene (the two genes capability and hugin encode PKs in Drosophila, 

capa/CG15520 being the closest to ACYPI48299, although orthology is uncertain). Their mature 

peptide sequences could be predicted by homology with other known PKs (Altstein et al., 2013, 

Choi et al., 2015). The PK/PBAN bioassay is also well described and routinely used, mainly in 

Lepidoptera (Choi et al., 2015). Synthetic peptides were delivered by the injection of an equimolar 

mixture of PK1/PK2/PK3 synthetic peptides 24 h before the L4-46/48 time point. In parallel, a 

peptide toxin (PA1b wt, Pea Albumin 1, subunit b) and an inactive mutant (PA1b F10A) were 

injected as positive and negative controls, respectively (Da Silva et al., 2010). The impact of these 

treatments on the aphid developmental cycle (molting capability) and stylet cuticle formation was 

observed until the adult stage. Figure 4 shows the result of this survival analysis. The same PK 

cocktail (PK1/2/3) was injected after the imaginal molt as an additional negative control. The PKs 

strongly interfered with aphid survival at the imaginal molt. As suspected, no impact was 

observed when the mixture was injected postecdysis. Stylets collected from dead aphids and 

observed by scanning electron microscopy did not show altered morphology. In contrast, many 
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of the PK-treated dead aphids presented a strong phenotype, headless individuals, as shown in 

Fig. 4B. We checked the effect of single pyrokinin peptides injected in the same timeframe and 

concentrations. No single peptide did reproduce the same survival or ecdysis phenotype than the 

mixture (Fig. S8), but each of them displayed different survival effects, with PK1≈control< 

PK3≈PK2< PK1+2+3 and the three groups showing statistically significant survival phenotypes: 

LogRank statistics of control/PK1 vs group PK2/3 being p(>χ2) = 0.0010, whereas the latter vs 

PK1+2+3 being p(>χ2) = 0.0050. Fig. S8 shows lethal times 50 (LT50) of all active treatments, 

and the magnified headless phenotype induced by the mixture injection. The most active single 

peptide was the proline-rich SPPYSPPFSPRLamide, but did not induce the full effect of the 3PK 

mixture, as almost one third of individual survived the experiment and ecdysis; no headless 

phenotype was observed in single peptide injections. 

RO expression analysis defines a potential new class of CPs 

We combined the data on the mxr and mdr glands and parsed the high-expression genes for 

structural proteins not yet annotated as CPs through the HMM-based tool CutProtFamPred 

(Ioannidou et al., 2014). First manually and then computationally through a procedure defined in 

the methods section, we identified among the 200 most expressed genes a series of secreted 

proteins with a striking imbalance in amino-acid composition. These proteins may be defined as 

low-complexity proteins and display an amino-acid composition globally similar to the 

composition of already known (annotated) CPs but contain no identified conserved region (that 

could be captured by existing HMM-based protein family detection procedures). As such proteins 

were expressed in a tissue devoted to producing CP, we decided to consider them CPs. Many 

individual members of this potential new family were already described individually in previous 

works (Cornman, 2010, Cornman and Willis, 2009, Andersen, 2011, Mun et al., 2015), and we 

designed our non-homology-based procedure to capture them in any insect genome. In our RO 

“most expressed 200” list, we found 19 of them (Fig. 5a), including the most highly expressed 

structural protein ACYPI087730 (overall new+old CPs make up 35% of expression of the total 

expression in this top200 set, while old CPs made up “only” 21%). Applying our automated 

definition to the whole aphid genome captured a total of 121 new CPs (Fig. 5d; total CPs making 

up 18% of the total RO expression, on a whole genome basis, versus 10.6 % for the previously 

known CPs;). When comparing the distributions of expression levels of transcripts from “new” 

and “old” CPs within the RO gland, it comes that the first moments of these distributions (mean 

and variance) do not differ significantly: means were 371±67 rpkm and 296±73 rpkm respectively 

(“old” and “new”, mean±SE, Anova p>F=0.448); Levene test for variance homogeneity p=0.69. 

Such a validation by expression may be taken as an additional cue that the new set of protein 

behave as cognate cuticular proteins. If validated by the community, this class could then define 
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≈+80% new CPs in addition to the presently known CP classes (Ioannidou et al., 2014, Magkrioti 

et al., 2004, Willis, 2010). 

Discussion 
Among insect cuticle regions, the mouthparts are the most specialized structures and are crucial 

players in feeding (Busse and Gorb, 2018), sensorial exchanges and interactions with 

environmental, gut-resident and insect-transmitted microbes. In aphids, the transmission of 

noncirculative viruses is associated with a specific micro-organ (the acrostyle) at the tip of the 

needle-like mouthparts, the stylets (Uzest et al., 2007, Webster et al., 2018). In this context, the 

full transcriptomic characterization of the cuticular composition of the stylets was performed to 

complement ongoing proteomic studies (unpublished). This approach provide the most extensive 

catalog to date as a foundation for further work, due to both the high sensitivity of transcriptomics 

and to its precursor status preceding the very high level of posttranslational modifications known 

to affect cuticular material (Mun et al., 2015, Andersen, 2010). 

Glands, expression profiles and the spatiotemporal limit 

Our main goal was the complete definition of the (potential) protein composition of a stylet 

cuticle. We opted for RNA-Seq analysis of the cuticular glands, specifically termed retort organs 

(ROs) in aphids (Ponsen, 1972), which secrete the two mandibular and two maxillary stylets at 

each molt. Our study provided the only molecular study of retort organs, which have remained 

completely unexplored since 1972 (Ponsen, 1972). Immunochemical analysis confirmed the main 

role of this organ in the secretion of stylet CPs, showing the extensive distribution of labels 

associated with antibodies raised against a main CP, Stylin-02 (ACYPI003649), within the retort 

glands (Fig. 2C, Fig. S5). The comparative analysis of mxr and mdr stylet expression showed 

unexpected similarity and therefore a common global composition of the two aphid stylets, 

despite their very different shapes and functions and their ancient evolutionary origin (Angelini 

and Kaufman, 2005, Cicero, 2016, Faucheux, 1975, Forbes, 1966, Uzest et al., 2010). We are, 

however, quite aware of the challenging spatiotemporal resolution limit. Even a 3-4 h temporal 

slot lies far behind potential variations in individual gene expression profiles in such a highly 

critical pre-ecdysial period (Dittmer et al., 2015, Pan et al., 2015, Charles, 2010, Willis, 1996), as 

this was clearly shown in the Drosophila pupal wing model (Sobala and Adler, 2016). This 

limitation may also apply to potential individual cell heterogeneity occurring in this complex 

organ (Ponsen, 1972), composed of more than 50 matrix cells per gland (Fig. 2C, E, SI Video 2, 

Video S3). In other cuticular models, such as the elytra and forewings of the red flour beetle T. 

castaneum, the very different shapes and mechanical properties of the two cuticle types were 

associated with very different CP compositions (Dittmer et al., 2012). We feel that only single-

cell single-individual approaches with proper post hoc data analysis methods (Leonavicius et al., 

2018) could reasonably overcome such limits and improve our results. It should also be noted that 
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ongoing proteomic work on both retort organ and casted stylets (unpublished) will soon allow us 

to have an extended temporal view of aphid mouthpart cuticular peptides, ranging from their 

expression to their secretion as proteins within their biogenetic glands, ending-up to cognate and 

sclerotized cuticular proteins. This explains that our present work only comprises mass 

spectrometry confirmation of the peptides corresponding to differentially expressed transcripts in 

maxillary vs mandibular ROs, and not the identification of cuticular proteins, which need 

appropriate extraction protocols not used herein (Masson et al., 2018). Actually, our present 

proteomic results were unable to locate the peptide issued from ACYPI43401 (expected mature 

peptide IKGRNRRMLANRIPGPEGTFIVGMLPLAIQGAEQKIKGAQDVYR), neither in RO (crude organ MALDI 

shots, or extraction and full LC MS/MS analysis) nor in dissected nervous system extracts. In 

contrast, were were able to identify in the CNS (not RO glands) the three pyrokinin peptides 

processed from ACYPI48299’s prepro-protein, predicted by orthology prediction from 

drosophila or lepidopteran genes (see supplementary Fig. S7 for leucineamide peptide sequences). 

This is both congruent with previously reviewed pea aphid neuropeptides (Huybrechts et al., 

2010), also identifying pyrokinins from different neural tissues (brain, retrocerebral complex, 

suboesophageal ganglion and thoracic ganglia), and from general knowledge on insect pyrokinins 

often displaying divergent transcription (mRNA) and mature peptide storage cites (neuropeptide 

stores as granular bodies) (Altstein et al., 2013, Predel and Nachman, 2006). We may infer that 

potential transcriptionally active glands such as those displayed in Fig. 2E (dsh, dumbbell-shaped 

cells) might have been associated with mandibular glands, and displayed pyrokinin transcripts, 

while only nervous system per se did contain the active peptides characterized by mass 

spectrometry. Such an interpretation should however be properly confirmed by adequate 

neuroimagery immunolabelling, outside the scope of the present work. 

A new class of CPs: how general? 

As we did not identify a significant difference between maxillary and mandibular stylet 

composition, we focused on analyzing the spectrum of CPs in both stylets. Currently, the only 

consensus method for identifying CPs in insect genomes is based on homology and HMM-based 

domain identification (Ioannidou et al., 2014). These domains usually represent identified 

molecular functions and are frequently present classes of CPs, chitin-binding domains (Dong et 

al., 2016). 

From these already identified CP sets, three major expressors (ACYPI004074, ACYPI086655 

and ACYPI56622) make together 22% of the total CP composition. They belong to the CPR_RR-

2 subfamily and all three to a canonical subtype with a central chitin-binding domain and 

identifiable N- and C-terminal tails with a so-called “PAYSA” motif (making these low-

complexity domains enriched in the corresponding amino acids). The following “top20” group 

shows, in contrast, that the CPR_RR-1 family is overrepresented in this high-expression category 
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of CPs in the retort organs (Fig. 3B). This is to be linked with the overrepresentation of this RR1 

family in the virus receptor candidates set (Webster et al., 2018), also characterized by their 

availability to stylet surface/antibodies. Overall, this CPR_RR-1 subfamily is undoubtedly related 

to surface interactions between nonpersistently transmitted viruses and is most likely 

overrepresented at the surface of the acrostyle. 

In addition to these well-identified structural CPs, our computational approach is based on both 

low complexity and specific compositional skewness (i.e., compositional similarity to cognate 

CPs), which allowed us to identify new CPs that were already “randomly” picked-up by analytical 

works in some other insect models, such as Bombyx mori (Dong et al., 2016), Manduca sexta 

(Tetreau et al., 2015b, Tetreau et al., 2015a), Anopheles gambiae (Zhou et al., 2016, Zhou et al., 

2017) and Dendrolimus punctatus (Yang et al., 2017). The most recently identified family of CPs 

was the CPAP1/3 family (Pan et al., 2018), but all other transcripts or proteins identified 

individually from -omic analyses of insect cuticles were classified as “ungrouped CPs” 

(NlGp21.92 in N. lugens, (Lu et al., 2018)) or as poorly defined low-complexity classes. 

Our attempt to classify this low-complexity group comprised the establishment of our prediction 

on a test set (the 200 most expressed genes in ROs being parsed for genes coding for unannotated 

secreted proteins that show both a low complexity index and a clustering in amino-acid 

composition with standard HMM-predicted CPs; Fig. 5) followed by extension to a full 

set/complete genome (Fig. 5B, C). This strategy identified 19 new CPs in the RO (in addition to 

the 36 already known CPs), including the two most expressed structural proteins, ACYPI087730 

(with expression twice that of the most expressed CPR_RR-2 CP gene ACYPI004074), and 

ACYPI001038, with a level similar to that of ACYPI004074. For the whole genome, we 

identified a total of 121 new proteins that can be potentially classified as CPs. 

In this group, we also identified proline-rich (containing many repeats of P[Y/V] dipeptides, often 

in PYPV blocks), as well as glycine-rich proteins, a very frequent feature in proteins that occurs 

in approximately thirty Interpro domains (Mitchell et al., 2019). These two types of proteins are 

hydrophobic and may contribute to the sclerotization process during the dehydration of cuticle, 

thereby increasing its rigidity. The predominance of these CP types was already proposed for the 

elytral cuticle of T. castaneum (Dittmer et al., 2012), and stiffness but not brittleness was proposed 

as a specific feature of such stress-acting cuticle regions (Andersen, 2000). 

Introducing a global measure of CP complexity, the cψ index (see methods) based on Shannon 

entropy (Shannon, 1997), allowed us to compare the stylet data with the two other whole-genome 

transcriptomic analyses of cuticle-producing tissues (Wang et al., 2017, Dittmer et al., 2012, 

Sobala and Adler, 2016). One NGS analysis of Bombyx larval epithelium (Wang et al., 2017) 

displayed a complexity index of 2.41 (11.2 protein-equivalents), and another microarray analysis 

of coleopteran wings in T. castaneum revealed very low complexity of the elytran cuticle (cψ of 

1.72 and 5.6 protein-equivalents) and moderate complexity of the hind-wings (cψ 2.30; 10.0 
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protein-equivalents). Such expression data for Drosophila wing (Sobala and Adler, 2016) also 

rendered a rather low complexity, ranging from cψ index of 1-2.3 (≈3 to 10 protein-equivalents) 

for the different developmental stages of pupal wings. The aphid stylet data, with a cψ of 4.07 

and ≈56 protein-equivalents, show that at least 5 times more protein entities (58/11) are needed 

for this material than for any other known cuticle (Fig. S9). How this complexity is reflected in 

the mechanical and biological properties or the topological organization of the proteins within the 

stylet cuticle is uncertain. However, it likely correlates with the diversity of functions supported 

by these specialized mouthparts (microfluidics, proprioception, mechanics, microbial interactions 

and functional micromorphology). 

 

Stylet cuticular material: Proteins, chitin-derived polymer(s), lipids, and sclerotizing matrix 

Quantitative analysis of expression over CP classes (Wilcoxon test over all class pairs) identifies 

two features: higher expression of RR1 proteins than RR2, (shown in Fig. 3B, and highly 

significant by a Fisher exact test of RR1 vs expression classes) and higher expression of CPAP3 

over CPAP1 (Wilcoxon test, p=0.046). Together with the higher surface exposure of stylet RR1 

proteins to antibodies, mentioned above, this result may reflect the fact that CPAP3 proteins are 

larger than both CPR and CPAP1 proteins, containing three cysteine-structured chitin-binding 

domains (vs one, cysteine-free, for the CPR family). It is likely that these four major and 

contrasting classes constituting aphid stylets display a variable topological distribution within the 

stylet (Webster et al., 2018) and between the two stylet types (although not globally significant, 

many expression ratios are greater than two, as illustrated in Fig. 3A); the contrasting sizes, chitin-

binding stoichiometry, RR-subtype motif and the presence or absence of structuring domains that 

are or are not sensitive to the oxidative stress of sclerotization are potential determinants of the 

selectivity needed for the extreme morphological variation displayed by stylets at perimicron 

scales. Adding all (new) low-complexity components that lack any conserved domain, and 

probably any chitin-binding module, should allow fine-tuning of the cohesive properties of the 

cuticle: components with high proportions of tyrosine and histidine residues are prone to dense, 

irreversible covalent cross-linking of the protein chains (Mun et al., 2015, Sugumaran, 2010), and 

contrast with the reversible nature of either chitin-binding domains or non-covalently linked low 

complexity domains (Pena-Francesch and Demirel, 2019). This feature may recall the sacrificial 

bonding properties of fibrous proteins such as silks (Brown et al., 2011) or elastic proteins, which 

are often displayed at the intramolecular scale but can also be translated to higher 

(supramolecular) scales in the cuticle network, as in fibrous artificial polymers (Passieux et al., 

2015). Finally, it is noteworthy that two proteolytic enzyme classes are enriched over their whole-

genome counterparts in the expression pattern of the RO secretome (serine- and metallo-

endoproteases; Fig. S6), which indicates that protein remodeling in the extracellular matrix is 
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needed for the maturation and full functioning of the stylets; whether this remodeling occurs 

before or after sclerotization is not known. 

The activity of the glands also reflects the nonprotein components of the cuticle (chitin, lipids and 

sclerotization). The unique aphid chitin-synthase chs1 is expressed at significant levels (aphids 

do not possess a gut-associated peritrophic membrane or its specifically expressed chs2 gene; 

ACYPI065097, Table S3). All five aphid chitin-deacetylases are expressed in the glands, and two 

are high expressors (ACYPI002929 and ACYPI001932 in the top100, Table S3), illustrating the 

essentiality of these enzymes (Yu et al., 2016, Yu et al., 2018) even in cuticles with noncanonical, 

i.e., epithelial, organization. Finally, the two-catalytic-domain chitinase recently described as 

essential to cuticular organization in T. castaneum (Noh et al., 2018), but not to the molting cycle 

as is Ap-Cht5 (Fig.1 and Fig. S2), was also found to be very highly expressed in the RO 

(ACYPI006403, Ap-cht4); the same holds for the chitinase-like ortholog of the Drosophila IDGF 

gene (ACYPI001365, Ap-cht1 following the aphid chitinase nomenclature (Nakabachi et al., 

2010)); both genes are 1-to-1 orthologs of their holometabolous counterparts and may also act as 

“organizing chitinases” in the aphid RO. The last and most complex component of the cuticle, the 

tanning-sceloritizing linkers, is indicated by very high expression of key genes in the process: 

tyrosine hydroxylase, which scavenges tyrosine to form the first specific metabolite in the 

pathway, DOPA, displays a rpkm of more than 2000 and an expression rank of 144, and more 

than ten of the key genes are in the 500 first expressors (ebony, tan, dopa decarboxylase, laccase, 

etc.; Table S3). This phenomenon is unsurprising for a cuticular gland but noteworthy for a 

structure displaying very specialized mechanical properties in terms of both strength and 

flexibility. 

Molting process in the head and the mouthparts: a more complex situation 

Our study identified only two genes with a statistically significant differential expression between 

the two stylet glands. One gene, ACYPI48299, encodes three PK-like neuropeptides that are 

specifically expressed in the mandibular glands. We evaluated their role by injection before and 

after the imaginal molt, which showed clear interference of the PKs with aphid survival at the 

imaginal molt and strong head-related altered phenotypes. As with other neuropeptides, PKs have 

been annotated (Christie, 2008) and even experimentally tested per os on aphids (Nachman et al., 

2012). The latter study showed acute toxicity and antifeeding activity of both stabilized PK 

derivatives and agonists of PK receptors, suggesting a neuroendocrine target potentially related 

to gut motility (Nachman et al., 2012). Our injection results are also compatible with a canonical 

myotropic target, perhaps related to the anatomical extrusion of stylets during the molt 

(overexpression of PK/ACYPI48299 in the mandibular glands). One striking feature of the 

mandibular glands during dissection is their association with a couple of visible dumbbell-shaped 

organs with a potential neurosecretory nature (histological features; Fig. 2F). Energy metabolism 
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was found to be extremely active in the RO (vs salivary glands, for example, not shown), but 

whether this syndrome is associated with hyperactive secretion or with mechanical movements 

within the organ, which are apparently devoid of muscular fibers, remains conjectural. 

Conclusions 

Our transcriptomic study gives the most extensive list to date of genes expressed in aphid retort 

glands at the time of casting presumptive adult stylets and therefore constitutes the best available 

basis for the complete protein composition of an insect mouthpart, usefully completing novel 

approaches on such materials (Busse and Gorb, 2018). This cuticle is more complex (i.e., more 

diverse in protein profile) than other “model cuticles” (Tribolium elytra, Bombyx epithelium, 

Drosophila wings). The work i) provides a solid comparative basis for aphid stylet proteomics 

and its crucial importance in deciphering the molecular mechanisms of transmission of plant 

viruses and ii) with the support from ongoing stylet proteomics results, allows us to initiate our 

work on the biomimetics of aphid acrostyle cuticles and further on hemipteran stylet cuticles, still 

in the wide context of vector biology. 

Limitations of the Study 

In this work, we analyzed the stylet glands (retort organ) at one time illustrating the expression 

peak of the organ as a whole. This organ is constituted of a series of more than fifty secretory 

cells with potential different time-dependent expressions. Therefore, the time (peak within instar) 

and space (cells, organ, MXR vs MDR) resolution of our study is only a first approach to the 

biology of this retort/stylet organ. Single cell transcriptomics is presently not reachable on such a 

tissue, probably requiring ex-vivo organ cultivation, out-of-reach of the current knowhow and 

knowledge of our field and insect model. A first step towards such objectives will be the precise 

analysis of this organ's evolution within the last larval instar, which is a reachable short-term 

objective with the techniques developed within the present paper, CLSM for example. 
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Pre-press version 

Main Figure titles and legends 
Figure 1: mRNA expression profile of 6 genes of interest during aphid development.  

5 genes coding for cuticular proteins, among which two already identified in stylets 

(ACYPI009006, Stylin-01, ACYPI003649, Stylin-02); and three highly expressed in head ESTs 

(ACYPI006250, ACYPI007888, ACYPI008113), were used in qRT-PCR analysis together with 

the gene ACYPI009964, coding for an imaginal moult-associated chitinase Cht5 (J9KAI2). Gene-

expression levels at different life stages are expressed relative to adult aphid. The EF1α and actin 

genes were used for data normalization. Results are reported as means ± SD; n=3 independent 

biological replicates per stage. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by a post hoc 

multiple comparisons test (Tukey’s HSD test). A) Expression level in aphid’s heads was analyzed 

using 3 pooled heads from 3 independent biological replicates per stage. 

 

Figure 2: Retort organs of the aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum. 

A) 3D reconstruction of A. pisum head based on in situ CLSM imaging after cuticle clearing. 

Maxillary (mxr) and mandibular (mdr) retort organs are shown in red and blue, respectively. B) 

3D reconstruction of retort organs based on formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded serial sections 

stained with hematoxylin/eosin (HE). The mxr (red) and mdr (blue) retort organs, salivary glands 

(yellow), digestive tract (light blue) and stylet basis (purple) have been artificially colored. C) In 

vitro immunohistological analysis of mxr retort organs with antibody specifically targeting Stylin-

02 (ACYPI003649) (Webster et al., 2018). D-F) Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded serial 

sections stained with HE, giving details of the positioning and anatomy of D) both the mdr and 

mxr retort organs; E) the mxr retort organ and F) the mdr retort organ, showing characteristic 

association with dumbbell-shaped cells. Bars correspond to 5 (C) or 50 µm (A,B). 

mxr RO, maxillary retort organs; mdr RO, mandibular retort organs; CLSM, confocal laser 

scanning microscopy; dsh, dumbbell-shaped cells, ce, compound eye. 

 

Figure 3: Cuticular protein expression in mandibular and maxillary retort organs. 

A) Differential expression analysis of cuticular protein transcripts (CPs) between mxr and mdr 

glands (fold-change, FC>2); underlined genes are the highest expressors, also highlighted in 2C. 

B) Distribution of CPs within CP families in the pea aphid genome, in the whole set of CP genes 

expressed in the retort organs, and in a subset of the Top20 and Top3 most abundant expressors. 

C) Expression of the 50 most expressed genes coding for known CP, ranked by decreasing mean 

rpkm (reads per kilo base per million mapped reads) of mxr expression; data are represented as 

mean ± SEM. At the low end of the distribution (not shown), 14 ACYPIs (14/143, 10%) are 

designated as nonexpressed (rpkm<0.5; see Table S2, 1 CPCFC, 11 RR2 and 2 unclassified), and 79 

CP genes have mean rpkm values less than 250. (13 CP genes represent less than 0.01% of total CP 
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expression each (10 RR2, 3 RR1), 31 represent approximately 0.1-0.5% each (2 CPAP1, 2 CPAP3, 1 

RR1, 22 RR2, 2 Tweedle, 2 unclassified) and 29 ACYPIs represent more than 0.5% each (2 CPAP1, 4 

CPAP3, 2 CPF, 1 RR1, 2 RR2, 2 unclassified). 

 

Figure 4: Injection of pyrokinin peptides induces molt-associated mortality and phenotype. 

A) Aphid survival curves (n=30) after the injection of pyrokinin peptides (3PK (1-1-1)), PA1b 

toxin used as a positive control (Tox+, wt, PA1b), PA1b F10 inactivated mutant used as a negative 

control (Tox-, PA1b F10). Pyrokinins were also injected after the imaginal molt (3 PK postecdysis 

control). B) Lethal phenotypes of A. pisum injected with an equimolar mixture of 3 pyrokinins 

before ecdysis; exuviae were often recovered attached to aphid remains (red dots/lines); green-

dot aphids were not headless. C) Enlarged image of headless phenotype (left) compared to normal 

aphid head (right); white and red arrows indicate the left anterior leg and right antenna, 

respectively, and the asterisk indicates the missing head. 

 

Figure 5: Identification of new cuticular proteins 

A) PCA on amino-acid compositional profiles allowed the identification of new cuticular proteins 

(CPs) using the test set of the 200 most expressed genes in retort glands, to which a full set of A. 

pisum CPs devoid of their chitin-binding domains was added (methods; Supplemental fasta file 

S1). B) Eigenvalues of the previous PCA showed that the first two axes accounted for more than 

42% of cloud variance; the first five axes were considered useful for cuticular protein 

discrimination and kept for the subsequent analysis. C) Variable correlation circle of PCA (first 

factorial plane). D) The full aphid proteome was plotted on the obtained PCA axes, and the first 

axis served to threshold the prediction of potential new CPs (methods; Supplemental fasta file 

S2). Color coding: gray dots: background proteins either not secreted or with known noncuticular 

domain annotation; red dots (A,D): 143 known CPs; pink dots (A,D); the same, with amino-acid 

compositions calculated from extradomain segments (non-chitin-binding segments); blue dots 

(A,D) 18 proteins manually parsed from A for cuticle protein properties; green dots (D) 181 

proteins predicted from whole proteome compositional analysis to be new potential CPs. Black 

dots: noncuticular proteins from the test set (A, annotated as other proteins) and from the whole 

genome set (D, no signal peptide prediction and no domain annotation, but improper amino-acid 

compositional bias). 

 

Supplemental items titles and legends 
 

Table S1: SI_Table S1: Cuticular proteins (CPs) families in pea aphid A. pisum. 
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Table S2: SI_Table S2: Differential expression analysis and rpkm values for CPs transcripts in 

mandibular and maxillary organs. 

Table S3: SI_Table S3: Differential expression analysis and rpkm values for ACYPI transcripts 

in mandibular and maxillary organs.  

Table S4: SI Table S4: Primers used in qPCR analysis 

 

Video S1: 3D reconstruction of A. pisum head from CLSM 

3D reconstruction of A. pisum head based on in situ CLSM reconstruction after insect clearing. 

Mxr and Mdr retort organs are shown in red and blue, respectively. 

Video S2: Maxillary retort organ, stylin-2 immunolabelled. 

Maxillary retort organ labeled with antibodies @1.07 antibodies raised against 

“SQEQEVNFDGNFKNK” peptide present in ACYPI003649, Stylin-02. 

Video S3: Mandibular retort organ, stylin-2 immunolabelled 

Mandibular retort organ labeled with antibodies @1.07 antibodies raised against 

“SQEQEVNFDGNFKNK” peptide present in ACYPI003649, Stylin-02. 

Data S1: (zip) 

Fasta file Sequences S1 [19NewCuPin200].fasta: Sequences of non-previously 

identified cuticular proteins in the test set of 200 major expressed proteins from the retort organ. 

&  

Fasta file Sequences S2 [121newCuP].fasta: Sequences of predicted (non-previously 

identified) new set of cuticular proteins in the A.pisum genome. 

 

Supplementary data files at data.inra.fr 

Rahbe, Yvan; Guschinskaya, Natalia; Ressnikoff, 2019, "Confocal cleared L4 aphid head-

stylets", https://doi.org/10.15454/VPUGUG, Portail Data Inra, V1 

Rahbe, Yvan; Guschinskaya, Natalia; Ressnikoff, Denis, 2019, "Histology of L4 aphid head-

stylets", https://doi.org/10.15454/QUM1LQ, Portail Data Inra, V1 
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